Efficacy of Needle Prick Combined with Shenmai Pain Point Injection for Tennis Player’s Wrist Injury Tenosynovitis
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Treatment for tennis player’s wrist injury tenosynovitis with needle prick plus Shenmai pain point injection was observed and then analyzed the patient’s clinical outcomes. Grouping mode of random number table was adopted. Test I group and II group covered 1000 patients, which was also the case for the control group. The three groups of patients received different treatments for wrist injury tenosynovitis and all enrolled patients were tennis players. Test I group’s 1000 patients were treated with needle prick plus Shenmai pain point injection therapy, test II group’s 1000 patients were treated with needle prick therapy, while control group patients were treated with partial closure therapy. Under different therapeutic intervention models, clinical outcomes of the three groups of wrist injury tenosynovitis patients before and after treatment were compared. Seen from the findings, wrist injury tenosynovitis symptoms of all the patients enrolled in the controlled trial were eased in varying degrees after surgery. Seen from clinical treatment efficiency, test I group’s clinical treatment efficiency was significantly higher than that of test II group and control group (p<0.05); test II group’s clinical treatment efficiency was significantly higher than that of control group (p<0.05); differences between groups was significant, with statistical research value. In the experimental study, we have come to a conclusion that treatment of wrist injury tenosynovitis with needle prick plus Shenmai pain point injection is with significant effect, which is worthy of clinical promotion and reference.
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Tennis players are prone to wrist injury tenosynovitis in their career (fig. 1). Wrist injury tenosynovitis occurs on sheath of processus styloideus radii. Abductor pollicis longus and musculus extensor pollicis brevis run through tendon sheath at this position which features shallow and narrow groove[1]. For tennis players, when there are many palmar oppositions of thumb, flexion and extension movements then two tendons will continuously rub in relatively narrow tendon sheath. Such mechanical stimulation can cause injury inflammation of tendon sheath, which makes tendon sheath narrower, so it is also called narrow tenosynovitis or wrist injury tenosynovitis. The main clinical manifestations of wrist injury tenosynovitis are swelling, pain, weakness of processus styloideus radii of wrist, thickening and hardening of tendon sheath, which will affect patient’s normal work and life[2,3]. For tennis players, once they suffer from wrist injury tenosynovitis, it will cause a very serious negative impact on their competitiveness and athletic career. Therefore, clinical staff should attach great importance to clinical diagnosis and treatment of tennis player’s wrist injury tenosynovitis, actively explore effective treatment methods to improve clinical outcomes of wrist injury tenosynovitis and benefit more such patients. Our clinical staff treated wrist injury tenosynovitis with needle prick plus Shenmai pain point injection, with significant effect achieved, which effectively restored tennis players motor function. Now, specific treatment is reported and summarized below. This clinical study applied controlled trial for observation. 3000 cases of tennis players were selected as research objects, of which 2500 cases of wrist injury tenosynovitis patients were professional tennis players, while the remaining 500 cases of wrist injury tenosynovitis patients were amateur tennis players and tennis enthusiasts. To ensure grouping fairness and accuracy of test results, the 3000 cases of wrist injury
tenosynovitits patients were divided into three groups, namely, test I group, test II group and control group. Test I group consisted of 600 cases of male patients, 400 cases of female patients; the patients were aged between 22-31 y, with average age at (28.32±1.35) y; the patients course of disease lasted 12-58 d, with average course of (23.36±2.54) d. Test II group consisted of 590 cases of male patients, 410 cases of female patients; the patients were aged between 23-31 y, with average age at (28.31±1.29) y; the patients course of disease lasted 12-57 d, with average course of (23.41±2.49) d. The control group consisted of 600 cases of male patients, 400 cases of female patients; the patients were aged between 23-31 y, with average age at (28.18±1.43) y; the patients course of disease lasted 12-57 d, with average course of (23.31±2.37) d.

Comparison of general information of three groups of patients with wrist injury tenosynovitis reveals no significant difference in the three groups of patients general information such as number of cases, gender, age, course of disease. Based on statistical treatment, p value is greater than 0.05, which can be used as observation and data statistics of controlled trial patients. The 1000 patients of test I group were treated with needle prick plus Shenmai pain point injection. Treatment of needle prick: in pressure pain point of affected part, first perform local skin disinfection with Andoful disinfectant[4]. Doctor fixed patient’s forearm wrist joint with left hand so that patient’s forearm wrist joint was in ulnar deviation state. Meanwhile, doctor pushed patient’s cephalic vein outward with left thumb, with a needle sized 0.3 mm×250 mm gripped in right thumb, index finger. Quickly perform oblique needle technique at patient’s pressure pain point, until reaching patient’s subcutaneous fascia, which is the location of tendon sheath (fig. 2). Apply quick prick back and forth in all directions of pressure pain point of the affected area including horizontal, vertical, oblique direction. Lift and thrust needle 10 times in average, last 10 s or so and then pull out the needle[5]. After pulling out the needle, doctor should instruct patient to participate in activities such as dorsiflexion, palmar flexion and rotation of wrist and let patient experience whether pain in the affected area significantly subside when needle is pulled out. Clinical studies have shown that the vast majority of patient’s pain can be effectively alleviated after prick treatment with the degree of remission between 50 %-80 %. If patient’s pain relief is not obvious, re positioning should be done for further needle prick treatment with the method same as described above. Shenmai pain point injection method:

After completion of needle prick treatment, perform injection in regional pain point site with 4 ml Shenmai injection plus 0.5 ml lidocaine injection of 2 % concentration. Then perform conventional pressing hemostasis after injection. The above treatment should be done once a week, with three times as a course of treatment. During the treatment, patient’s adverse reactions should be observed. Once abnormality is found, stop treatment in time, find cause of adverse reactions and provide patient with symptomatic treatment. The 1000 cases of wrist injury tenosynovitis patients in test II group were treated with simple needle prick treatment. Specific treatment method, course of treatment followed test I group, which will not be unnecessarily detailed in this section. The 1000 cases of wrist injury tenosynovitis patients in control group were treated with partial closure therapy. Find pressure pain point and induration at processus styloideus radii then take pressure pain point as needle point. Label with gentian violet[6]. After conventional topical disinfection, tramcinolone acetonide acetate 20 mg was extracted with 5 ml syringe, to be injected into the tendon sheath with lidocaine 2 ml of 2 % concentration. For injection, it is required that the drug should be injected into patient’s tendon sheath. During the injection, there will be local obvious sense of pain which will also radiate to fingertip and wrist. Patients receiving injections will feel significant resistance to injection and a sense of rupture, which shows that the drug has been injected into the tendon sheath[7,8]. The treatment should be provided once a week, with three times as a course of treatment. Among test I group patients, there were 953 effective cases, 47 ineffective cases, with clinically effective rate at 95.30 %. Among test II group, there were 908 effective cases, 92 ineffective cases, with clinically effective rate at 90.08 %. Among control group, there were 884 effective cases, 116 ineffective cases, with clinical effective rate at 88.40 %. In the course of this clinical study, we referred to related content of “common traditional Chinese medicine syndrome treatment practices” for clinical diagnostic criteria of wrist injury tenosynovitis: slow onset, patient feels obvious pain in radial side of wrist (fig. 3), feels weak when carrying items; there is significant upheaval and clear sense of tenderness in processus styloideus radii, thumb flexion in the palm and wrist ulnar deviation can cause pain in processus styloideus radii[9]. Clinical classification basis of wrist injury patients: acute phase: overall incidence feature of wrist injury tenosynovitis is slow onset, but patients with acute attacks are not ruled out. The clinical
symptoms of acute phase patients incorporate a number of other features in addition to adherence to the above clinical diagnostic criteria. These features are mainly localized swelling, pain, which can spread to the patient’s finger, forearm when severe\(^\text{[10]}\); chronic phase: clinical features of chronic wrist injury tenosynovitis patients are serious swelling of processus styloideus radii, obvious tenderness, intensified pain during passive excessive ulnar deviation of wrist, limited thumb flexion. In the diagnostic process, doctor can diagnose patient by way of trial Finkelstein test. Specific method of operation is to perform ulnar deviation of the wrist and thumb flexion to the palm, so that patient’s tendon sheath is in tension, then increase pressure on this part to cause pain. Impedance of patient’s thumb extension will often bring intense pain, with tenderness between processus styloideus radii and bottom of the first metacarpal bone which can spread to patient’s thumb and forearm\(^\text{[11]}\). X-ray is primarily used for imageological examination. Through X-ray plain film radiography, fracture, dislocation and other symptoms of injury were excluded\(^\text{[12]}\). Seen from clinical treatment efficiency, test I group’s clinical treatment efficiency was significantly higher than that of test II group and control group (p<0.05); test II group’s clinical treatment efficiency was significantly higher than that of control group (p<0.05); differences between groups was significant, with statistical research value. This indicates that treatment of wrist injury tenosynovitis with needle prick plus Shenmai pain point injection enjoys significant effect, thus worthy of clinical promotion and reference.
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